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About This Game

Revival Productions is proud to present the ultimate 6-degree-of-freedom shooter, OVERLOAD, from the creators of the
classic game Descent. Overload combines intense action with awesome graphics and effects to create the ultimate zero-gravity

shooter. Overload features an engaging single-player story campaign, intense survival mode, online multiplayer, VR support, and
a variety of customization options to give the player an intense experience with a high degree of replayability. Destroy robots,

rescue survivors, blow up the reactor, and escape before the whole thing explodes!

Single-player story campaign with 15+ FULL-SIZE atmospheric levels

Upgradeable player ship and 16 weapons with multiple upgrade options

20+ terrifying robot types and 3 massive bosses

12+ Challenge Mode levels with Infinite and Countdown variants that change the focus to Survival or Efficiency
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Pulse-pounding soundtrack by Dan Wentz (DESCENT 2), Allister Brimble (DESCENT 1 REDBOOK), and Jerry
Berlongieri (DESCENT 3)

Epic story by the writer of FREESPACE 2

Steam Achievements and Leaderboards

Numerous level challenges including lava, forcefields, enemy turrets, lockdowns, ambushes and secret rooms

Tobii eye tracking support for secondary weapons, headlight, and UI

Intense Multiplayer action with up to 8 players

Customize your ship with modifiers, loadouts, and visual enhancements

10 levels for a range of match sizes

Ranked and private matches with a variety of rules and options

LAN matches (requires one PC as a dedicated server)

Virtual Reality support for Oculus and Vive

Highly customizable and remappable controls

Supports all major input types: Mouse and KB, Gamepad, or Joystick and KB recommended

Five difficulty levels ranging from a casual challenge to very punishing

Speed Run mode and advanced stat-tracking

Automap and Holo-guide help you navigate the complex levels

Save anywhere!

Surround sound audio options

Custom Level Editor will be released in an update after launch.
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Title: Overload
Genre: Action
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Revival Productions, LLC
Publisher:
Revival Productions, LLC
Release Date: 31 May, 2018
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English,French,German,Russian
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For a one man show, not too bad... :). This game is so cute, however I have keep having lag that makes this game unplayable.
Once that is fixed then I would definitly recommend this game.. Been in and out of this game for 5 years. Kept on coming back
because no other card game feels the same. I recommend this game to everyone that want a card game that is beyond whoever
have the bigger monster wins, whoever with the most monsters win. Hopefully, this game become more than who ever throws
more cash in it wins, but we will see.
To those who started game just now, brace for a hard hike up that learning curve. Some called it a discipline. Its not an easy
game to pick up because of the depth this game can offer. But once you do pick it up, the possibility is limitless. It is also a good
time to start considering all the new features that help out newer players. I remember when this game has next to nothing to
offer for new players when it first started. Don't worry if you feel limited in stuff you can make when you first start out, the free
features now will get you to that point of being creative in no time.
I would love to see the continued evolution of this game, it has come a long way and will probably still have a long way to go. I
believe in the devs to continue debug and solve issues. They have been active and actively listening to issues.. If you can get this
at a deep discount, it won't feel like a rip-off. I got it cheap, thankfully. That said, I didn't particularly enjoy the majority of this
bundle. The Lake House had an okay story (for a Hidden Object Game (HOG)), but all the rest either had awful stories
(Mexicana) or boring\/lazy stories (Kronville Stolen Dreams. Plot twists are cringe-worthy, and the characters weren't interesting
or very likable in any of the games. A few of the puzzles were fairly nonsensical as well (pouring pepper on an octopus...).

The art in these games is on par with most decent HOGs, and visually, they look pretty good. That said, with so many HOGs out
there, the only reason to play through this collection is just to play through some HOGs you haven't completed before. I cannot
imagine myself revisiting any of these games in this bundle except for The Lake House. Replaying other HOGs would generally
be far more fun in my opinion.

In closing, I cannot stress enough how stupid Mexicana's storyline is, though. The big reveals are maddening.. my first date went
pretty awkward https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=o5K8eLBUi7g. This train is amazing perfect for my chengdu-sui-ng
route!
Lovin it! MUST BUY WITH ROUTE.

Very good detail and i like the thing when you go overspeed and if it's too much it slows down to 0KPH Good idea with the
previous CRH1A. Nice, got it for free because I bought the deluxe edition before the launch of M&M X Legacy!
Nice game but the beginning was a bit irritating as I need to load the games again and again to get the correct combination to
lure the guards.. Sorry i have a problem, when run the game i give a error with .mdmp . What i do?
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Really amazing game! Its hard and I like the challenge. Definitely worth playing.. This game is good if you want to practice
strumming and chord changes. If you are new to the guitar you can learn chords through Justinguitar.com. He is one of the best
online instructors out there. This game would be a lot better if you could hook up a microphone so it can hear you play, letting
you know how you did. It would make the points system on this game make sense. As of now you dont have to play in order to
increase points and you could be terrible at playing and get same points as you would if you were great.
May I suggest to Musopia to make the pc version like the app version for ios. However I will not download the app to my phone
because I will not subscribe to a monthly service. This game has a lot of potential so please make it better. Just add a
microphone interface so we can interact with the game.. A short but fun physics puzzle / sidescroller with a number of unique
things to figure out. Also pretty.. https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1401032815. ok its a pretty bad
port but its a fun game. honestly though i wouldnt buy it if it isnt going to give you nostalgia. So some people have been saying
they like this game coz it's a port of the Neo Geo game and if you want old skool Neo Geo then you might like it. I don't know
much about them so I'll go off their word, but here's why I don't like it.

My biggest gripe is you can't strafe, you can only shoot forward so you have to be facing the enemy. This is fine with one or two
enemies, but when several attack you at once, some shooting multiple bullets/arrows, you can't run and gun. You have to run and
dodge and wait wait for a brief moment to turn and get off one shot, two if you're lucky. Then repeat until each enemy is dead
and hope you don't take too much damage in the meantime. So common encounters of low level enemies become frustrating,
especialy as most are bullet sponges taking about 6 shots each.

The controls are slow and lumbering. It feels like even moving out of the way of an arrow is harder than it should be. The
combat doesn't feel satisfying at all and I only played level 1 but it was so boring! You just shoot slow moving shurikens against
slow moving enemies and the kick is mostly useless unless you can finish an enemy in one go coz any more and you -will- take
damage.

The difficulty feels hard not because the game is hard but because the controls are bad. I'm a fan of bullet hell shooters and the
like so I don't mind extreme difficulty etc but with this I feel my skill is restricted the slow controls so I can't enjoy the game as
I do with others. Just on the first level I felt I had to put much more effort in to get through than it needed. Again this might be
coz it's from the Neo Geo and you're used to that or want that and that's fine. But with some extra work it could have been a
much more enjoyable game.

TL;DR - it's funny, got lots of pervy stuff, slow/dated controls make it frustrating and boring to play, is a Neo Geo port, can't
srafe. The best, worst game I've ever played.. my favorite game. gorgor is cool. sad that poly bridge took this game and bumped
the gfx up and they get all the credit
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